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Built-in flaws in electronic components have been recognized as a serious cause of failure. They are
difficult to screen away by conventional methods because the times-to-failures for component working
in systems are often rather long and because accelerated burn4n may screen by the wrong failure
mechanisms. As an alternative, the concept and possible use of reliability indicator methods are dis-
cussed and some recently developed methods described.

1. THE NECESSITY FOR RELIABILITY INDICATOR METHODS

Recent research as well as experience from lifetests and field performances have revealed
that electronic components during their useful lives do not fail from random overloads,
but rather from flaws developing into failures after a certain time. The flaws may be attri-
buted either to the component manufacturing process being out of control (built-in flaws)
or to damage added during the equipment assembling process (induced flaws).

However, more important is that in general the built-in flaws develop into failures con.
siderably later than the induced flaws. While the induced flaws give failures within some
hundred hours, the built-in flaws give failures in the region from 500 to 2000 hours or
more. Figure illustrates this concept in terms of the failure rate function h(t) and the
corresponding cumulative failure distribution function F(t). Reference 1’: give a compre-
hensive treatment of the mathematical background and show some of the experimental
evidence.

As seen from Figure the failure rate function has no longer the traditional often
quoted "bathtub"-curve shape and the c.d.f, follows a characteristic S-shaped curve as a
result of the bi/trimodal nature of the failure distribution. It should be noticed that the
wear-out part of the pattern is rather speculative, as several authors of papers in the last
couple of years have contended an ever decreasing failure rate, rather than the increasing
failure rate suggested by Figure 1.

From this picture it is obvious that the most serious problem is the built-in flaws. The
induced flaws can be rectified either by improving the assembly process or by system
burn-in. In theory the built-in flaws could be treated in the same way e.g. either by
improvements in the component manufacturing process or by component burn-in.

However, the relatively long times-to-failures make these solutions impractical in many
cases, because it will be necessary to make use of accelerated testing and it is very easy to
accelerate failure mechanisms different from the mechanisms actually occurring in the
field.

There is apparently a need for another approach and this may be the use of reliability
indicator methods e.g. screening out components which are suspected of having built-in
flaws.
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A DEFINITION OF RELIABILITY INDICATOR METHODS
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Before entering a detailed description of some (recently developed) reliability indicator
methods, it may be worthwhile to describe the concept a bit more precisely. A reliability
indicator method is as the name suggests a testing method which yields results that
are indicative for the reliability of a single component or a batch of components. Further-
more the testing time should be very short and, preferably, virtually zero for each compo-
nent. Finally the method in general consists of the actual measurements as well as an
analysis of the data.

It is important to notice that there are two types of reliability indicator methods: one
indicating flaws in a specific component and another indicating the expected reliability of
a component type. The former is a 100% screening test. The latter may be a sampling test
aimed for an assessment of the reliability of a particular component batch.

Another important aspect is that the indication may be based on the measurement and
analysis of a single parameter or a combination of parameters. The parameter or para-
meters may be normal functional parameters of the component but often they will be
odd parameters with a more remote connection to the functional behaviour of the
component.

The screening tests may be categorized as shown in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2 The principles of reliability indicator screening compared with the principal of functional
failures (from ref. 7).
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While the functional parameter or strength degrades relatively slowly until at time
t2 when all the bad devices have failed, the reliability indicators discriminate the bad

devices either at time zero or after a time tl, considerably shorter than t2.
Although not clearly stated, the reliability indicator methods do not include the well

known accelerated tests. Where the latter are carried out until a sufficient number of
components have failed, the indicator methods should be non-destructive.

3. A REVIEW OF SOME RECENTLY PUBLISHED RELIABILITY INDICATOR
METHODS

The classical example of a reliability indicator method is the resistor non-linearity method
which, since its birth in the sixties, has become a standard method for assessing the
quality and reliability of resistors. This development has been greatly supported by the
availability of measurement equipment especially made for this purpose. In the following
text other indicator methods which have been published recently will be described. The
methods under consideration are not intended to be a complete list, but merely some
selected examples, showing the potential of the use of reliability indicator methods.

3a C.M. Ryerson: "Reliability Testing and Screening: A General Review Paper ’’a

Going through the different well known testing and screening methods, Ryerson con-
cludes that these in most cases are inadequate to cope with the inherent unreliability
caused by material or material-processing defects. He suggests putting emphasis on the
drift in what he calls "indicator parameters", using a technique known as "Degradation
Analysis". Unfortunately he neither describes this technique nor gives any references, but
he defines the concept of indicator parameters as follows

"The reliability screening criteria are based on the inherent stability of "tell-tale" part
parameters and the degradation to these parameters caused by operating stress with
time. The degradation of these critical indicator parameters does not have to drift the
parameters out of specification during the screening to justify rejection for reliability
screening purposes"

and later

"Electrical parameters are of two types: Those related to definition of function and
those indicative of incipient degeneration or failure. Sometimes the critical indicator
parameters are also key functional parameters such as resistance or capacity. At other
times they are secondary parameters as far as function is concerned such as dissipation
factor or leakage. Some of the key parameters highly sensitive indicators of
internal change or variation which can indicate potential or incipient unreliability.
They must be defined for each instance of unique parts or unique application."

The quotations explain themselves and correspond with the concepts explained in
Figure 2. Furthermore Ryerson gives a list of typical indicator parameters (see Table ).

3b D.J. Ager et aL "The Marginal Voltage Method’4’s’6

The marginal voltage method constitutes a very good example of a reliability indicator
method where a parameter is used at time-zero to indicate flaws in the components. The
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TABLE
Typical reliability indicator parameters (from ref. 3)

Part type Indicator parameters

Tantalum 1.
capacitors 2.

3.
4.

Paper Mular 1.
capacitors 2.

3.
4.

Glass 1.
capacitors 2.

3.

Ceramic 1.
capacitors 2.

3.
4.

Mica button 1.
capacitors 2.

3.
4.

Film resistors 1.
2.

Diodes 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Transistors 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Leakage Current at 25C
Capacitance at 25 C
Dissipation factor at 25C
Leakage Current at 65C

Insulation Resistance at 25C
Capacitance at 25 C
Dissipation Factor at 25C
Insulation Resistance at 85C

Capacitance at 25C
Dissipation Factor at 25C
Insulation Resistance at 25C

Insulation Resistance at 25C
Capacitance at 25 C
Power Factor at 25C
Insulation Resistance at 85C

Insulation Resistance at 25 C
Capacitance at 25 C
"Q" at 25 C
Insulation Resistance at 85C

Resistance at 25 C
Noise at 25C

R Reverse Leakage
V Forward Voltage Drop
TCBV Thermal Coefficient
Vz Zener Voltage
Zz Zener Impedance

hFE Beta
ICBO Leakage Current (collector to base)

/gcPOwet Gain
E (Sat) Saturation Voltage

hFE1/hFE Beta Ratio
IpsS Leak,ge Current (drain to source)
IGSS Leakage Current (gate to source)
BVcEO Breakdown Voltage (collector to emitter)
Vp Gate to Pinch-off Voltage at Reverse-Biased Drain

method is non-destructive and has been proved useful for TTL circuits. It should, accord-
ing to the authors, be useful for CMOS circuits as well. However, they have not published
any results for these.

The basic principle is to decrease the supply voltage until the digital circuit under test
gives an output failure when subjected to a correct input signal. The supply voltage at
which the failure occurs is called the marginal voltage for the circuit. Each input/output
combination has its own marginal voltage and the more complex a circuit is, the more
measurements have to be made. For example a TTL type 7482 2-bit adder has 32 marginal
voltages, while a TTL type 7485 4-bit magnitude comparator has 2048 marginal voltages.

It is shown that a circuit without defects has fairly constant marginal voltages. However,
a circuit with defect shows some marginal voltages considerably higher than the normal
values, (see Figure 3). Furthermore, by measuring the change in the high marginal voltages
while the circuit surface is scanned by a light spot, it is possible to locate the defect.
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FIGURE 3a Typical marginal voltage results for a TTL type 7482 2-bit adder (from ref. 4)
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Example of anomalous marginal voltage plot for a TTL type 7482 2-bit adder (from

The marginal voltage may be measured in three ways. The authors call them

the permanent marginal voltage,
the dynamic marginal voltage and

the immediate marginal voltage.

These three ways correspond to the functional properties of the circuits. Permanent
marginal voltages describe the critical supply voltages which just allow the retention of
uncorrupted data. Dynamic marginal voltages describe the critical supply voltages which
govern their correct dynamic operation. Immediate marginal voltages reflect misoperation
in combinational paths which are directly associated with the output terminals.
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The authors report to have found (even for relatively simple TTL circuits) that approxi-
mately 10%, on average, yield anomalous marginal voltage results attributable to internal
defects and suggest that these defects may well contribute to the intermittent operation
faults, which sometimes degrade the performance of complex electronic systems. If this
suggestion is correct, the marginal voltage method is a very powerful tool for preventing
the troublesome intermittent faults.

The marginal voltage method looks very promising, because an anomalous marginal
voltage is proved to be the result of an internal defect. In a particular application this
defect may not be hazardous, but nevertheless it may be safer to screen the component
out.

3c T. Takahashi et al.: "The Non-Radiative Recombination Current Method ’’7

Light emitting diodes (LED’s] suffer from degradation of the emission efficiency. This
degradation can be attributed to an increase in the non-radiative recombination current.
The measurement of the drift in this current over a short time span may reveal the bad
devices. The authors report the two cases shown in Figure 4.

However, as seen from the figure, the screening takes considerably longer for good
quality devices (case 2), than for bad quality devices (case 1).
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FIGURE 4 The non-radiative recombination current of GaAs-diodes versus /time. (The junction
temperature is 80C and the current density is 350 A/cm in both cases (from ref. 7).

3d T. Takahashi et al.: "The Reverse Recovery Time Method ’’
Another method for screening LED’s is the reverse recovery time method. This method is
essentially a time-zero method. The method is based on an analysis of the physics of the
failure mechanisms and the authors have proved its applicability by a correlation study
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between initial measurements of the reverse recovery time and the degradation in emission
efficiency during a life test. Figure 5 shows the measurement method and the results for a
(red) GaAs LED.
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3e Robert H. Gusciora: "The Contact resistance Standard Deviation Method ’’s
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Film contamination on contact surfaces are well known failure causes during operational
life. The dry circuit contact resistance is known as an indicator of contamination. In the
present case the author concentrates on the variation in a sample of contacts from a pro-
duction line. He shows that a standard deviation less than 10% of the mean value is indica-
tive of an insignificant amount of processing residues on the contacts. This "rule-of-thumb"
is useful as a batch acceptance procedure. Furthermore it is not necessary to measure with
extreme low voltages (20 mV or less). Although a voltage of 100 mV to a certain extent
destroys the film, the variability still shows up and the "10% rule-of-thumb" will be
applicable.

3f R.S. Sayles: "The Discriminant Function Method"9
This method combines several parameters into a reliability index for each of the tested
components. The sign or the magnitude of the index indicates whether the component is
prone to fail early (due to flaws) or is a good device.

The first step in the method is to identify the parameters to be measured and the
associated discriminant function (DF). Calling the measured parameters xl, xz, x3 Xn,
the DF has the form

S al xl + a2 x2 + + anXn

where al, a: an are weighting factors. The weighting factors are optimized to give maxi-
mum discrimination between the component groups, here the bad components (group A)
and the good components (group B). The optimization is done from the knowledge of the
mean difference between the groups, the variances within groups and the covariances
between measurements within groups. So it is necessary to have some prior knowledge
about the groups.

After establishing the DF a reference index is calculated for each group by inserting the
(expected) mean values for each parameter into the function. In the present case we get:

Reference index for group A (bad components)

SAM al x1A + a2 X2A + + anXnA

Reference index for group B (good components)

SBM al Xl B + a2 X2B + + anXnB

where XiA XnA and xx B XnB are the means of parameters for respectively group A and
group B components.
Now measurements on the components in a new (unknown) batch are made. For each

set of measurements the reliability index S ax xl +- +anxn is calculated, and if it is closest
to SAM the component is deemed bad. If S is closest to SaM the component is regarded as
a good device.

The author reports how the method is applicable to mechanical seals. One of the cases
considers a lip seal which is screened by the use of 3 to 9 parameters. It is important to
notice that the parameters are selected on the basis of the failure mechanisms involved.
After the screening into two groups, all components bad as well as good are subjected
to a life test. The results of the lifetests are correlated with the screening results as shown
in Figure 6. From this figure it is seen that the DF screen is very efficient with 9 para-
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FIGURE 6 Correlation between DF-screening and results from life tests on lip seals.

meters involved. It is, however, possible to go down to four or maybe even three para-
meters and still retain a fair screening efficiency.

3g ArnoM Berman: "The Dielectric Breakdown Ramp Method ’’1

The time-to-failure distribution function for dielectric breakdown failures can be forecast
on the basis of a distribution function for the "accumulated" electric field required to
create a breakdown.

The "accumulated" electric field distribution function is measured by applying a volt-
age ramp function to a sample of the dielectric under consideration and by determining the
electric field magnitudes at which breakdowns occur. The p.d.f, of the breakdown field EB
is called the ramp histogram.

Let us consider the hypothetical ramp histogram in Figure 7. If En is the applied field
under use conditions the area below EA will be the time-zero proportion of defective
dielectrics.
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FIGURE 7 The ramp histogram (from ref. 10).

If we want to predict the additional failure proportion at a time t, we calculate a corres-
ponding field Et, from

t__,Et, =EA+ -ln to

where 7 is material constant and to is derived from the measuring ramp slope t by

The accttrnulated proportion failures at t are found as the area between EA and Etl.
If this calculation is done for every value of t within the useful life, the time-to-failure
distribution function for the time dependent dielectric breakdown failures will emerge.

The idea is applicable for the design of screening purposes as well. If the ramp histogram
has a tail or a "hump" in the lower end, this can be screened out by applying a brief con-
stant field Es for a time ts. The tail will then be truncated as illustrated in Figure 8. The
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FIGURE 8 The design of screening from the ramp histogram.
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screening field necessary to ensure a failure-free operation up to a time is given by

Es=EA+ -ln t-
It should finally be mentioned that the temperature dependency ofthe dielectric breakdown
is taken into account through 7 which for SiO2 follows the function

0.07

7 0,4 e kT [decades pr. MV/cm]

in which the product kT of Boltzmann’s constant and the absolute temperature is inserted
in eV.

3h T. Afiki et al. and R.L. Wiker et al. "The Threshold Voltage Drift Method ’’ix’x2

So far we have been considering time-zero methods. However, as pointed out in part 2
parameter drift methods offer another possibility. An example is the reliability assess-
ment of MNOS memories by the drift in the threshold voltages.

The method is based on the knowledge that the threshold voltage versus time is a lin-log
function. This makes it possible to estimate the retention time by extrapolation from a
short time measurement, see Figure 9.

The method may be used for screening purposes as well. In reference 12 this is described
in detail. By the use of nomograph technique a screening criterion for a 160 hour burn-in is
derived. The threshold voltage VTa after 3 hours, the threshold voltage VT2 and the
reference voltage after 160 hours are measured at room temperature. From the nomograph
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in Figure 10 the minimum which VT: may be for the device to have a retention of one
year is depicted. If the actual measured VT: is above this value the memory is accepted. If
it is below the memory is rejected.
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Retention nomograph for ER3400/NCR2451 Devices (from ref. 12).

3i G. Bosch and J. McNtoft: "Algorithms for the Estimation ofReliability from parameter
measurements "1 a, 14

For the assistance of parameter screening methods two algorithms which have been pub-
lished recently, shall be mentioned.

B. Boschaa assumes a correlation between the initial value of a parameter and its pattern
of drift. This assumption enables one to predict the time-to-failure distribution from the
initial distribution of the parameter under consideration.

J. Mqltoft 14 assumes statistical independence between the initial value of the parameter
and its subsequent drift pattern. From the knowledge of the initial distribution, the para-
meter drift equation and the distribution of the drift it is possible to calculate the time-to-
failure distribution.

Neither of the methods are universal as the assumptions are not applicable in general.
They are merely supplementary to each other and may be applied after an assessment of
the degradation mechanism involved.

3j Walter H. Schroen et al., James L. Spencer et al. and R.J. Usell et al.: "The Integrated
Monitor Method ’’as’a6,7

Reliability indicator methods are not restricted to those based solely on measurements of
parameters of the components themselves. Reliability sensitive devices could be built into
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the components. An example is the use of built-in strain gauges, whose purpose is to indi-
cate the mechanical stress induced in the chip by the encapsulation process. The strain
gauge may be an integral part of the monolithic circuit as reported in references 15 and 16.

As suggested in reference 15 the idea could be expanded to include monitors for
moisture, insulator integrity, leakage current etc.

CONCLUSION
The necessity for some methods of early indication of and screening out of possible flaws
in electronic components is described. Reliability indicator methods offer a possible solu-
tion. This is supported by examples published within the last couple of years. The
examples cover a range from time-zero methods to parameter drift methods, from reli-
ability assessment methods to screening methods and from the wafer level to the finished
components. As components become more and more complex and as the pace of techno-
logical development increases, reliability indication methods are likely to become one of
the major diagnostic tools for the component manufacturer as well as for the component
user.
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